
Housing Registration Roommate Matching Questions

Question Answer Options

What time do you
usually go to sleep?

5-Answer Scaled
Question

I stay up past 2:00
AM

I usually go to sleep
around 1:00 AM

I usually go to sleep
around 12:00 AM

I usually go to sleep
around 11:00 PM

I do not stay up past
10:00 PM

What time do you
usually wake up?

5-Answer Scaled
Question

I wake up after
12:00 PM

I usually wake up
around 11:00 AM

I usually wake up
around 9:00 AM or

10:00 AM

I usually wake up
around 8:00 AM

I am awake and
active before 7:00

AM

What's your desired
room temperature?

3-Answer Scaled
Question

72° F / 22° C or
Higher

Between 72° F / 22°
C and 68° F / 20° C

68° F / 20° C or
Lower

How clean do you want
your room to be?

5-Answer Scaled
Question

I am okay with my
room being messy

I plan to clean my
room when
necessary

I plan to clean my
room occasionally

I plan to clean my
room often

My room needs to
be constantly clean

What are your thoughts
on maintaining a
nut-free room for
yourself or a roommate
with peanut or nut
allergies?

3-Answer Scaled
Question

It would be
challenging for me

to maintain a
nut-free room

I do not need a
nut-free room, but I
can maintain that if
my roommate needs

it

I need my room to
be nut-free

Are you comfortable
living with an animal?

3-Answer Scaled
Question

I am happy to live
with an animal

I am comfortable, if
there are sufficient
rules about sharing

space with an
animal

I do not want to live
with an animal



GW prohibits the use of
alcohol when in
violation of university
regulations or District
of Columbia law.
However, your attitude
on alcohol use is
important. How would
you describe your
attitude toward the use
of alcohol in on-campus
living?

3-Answer Scaled
Question

I expect alcohol be
a part of my

experience living in
my room

I am comfortable
with alcohol use, as
long as it is not used

in my room

I do not tolerate the
presence or use of
alcohol in any way

GW is a smoke-free
campus. However,
smoking or vaping
habits can influence
roommate
relationships. How
would you describe
your attitude toward
smoking or vaping?

3-Answer Scaled
Question

I expect smoking or
vaping be a part of

my college
experience

I am comfortable
with smoking or

vaping, as long as it
is not done in my

room

I do not tolerate
smoking or vaping

in any way

How close of a
friendship do you want
with your roommate(s)?

3-Answer Scaled
Question

I would like to have
a strong friendship

with my
roommate(s)

I am okay with being
friends with my

roommate(s) but it is
not essential to me

I do not desire to be
friends with my
roommate(s)

How comfortable are
you with having guests
in the space?

5-Answer Scaled
Question

I am happy to have
visitors anytime

I am happy to have
visitors frequently as
long as I am told in

advance

I am comfortable
with some visitors
as long as we

establish rules and I
am told in advance

I would prefer fewer
visitors but some

are okay if rules are
set and I am told in

advance

I want no one to be
in our room other

than my
roommate(s) and

myself

How comfortable are
you with any individual
in the room bringing
overnight guests?

3-Answer Scaled I am comfortable All of us can bring Neither my



Question with all overnight
guests with respect

guests with proper
rules and limitations

roommates or
myself should be
having overnight

guests

How comfortable are
you with noise in your
room?

5-Answer Scaled
Question

I have no issue with
my room being
noisy or loud

I am generally okay
with noise in my

room

I am okay with noise
at agreed upon days

or times

My room should be
quiet most of the

time, but I am okay
with small amounts

of noise
occasionally

My room should be
quiet at all times

What kind of studying
should happen in your
room?

3-Answer Scaled
Question

Studying in the
room all the time is

ideal

I prefer a mix, I like
to study everywhere
including my room

I prefer all studying
to be out of the

room

How comfortable are
you sharing belongings
with a roommate?

3-Answer Scaled
Question

My items are their
items

I am open to sharing
some items

I do not want to
share any items with
my roommate(s)


